News Break Scavenger Hunt

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, June 9, 2024 print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. Family units have come to represent a substantial share of border crossers, accounting for about ____% of all migrants who have entered the United States this year. (MAIN)

2. When Amazon introduced its cashierless checkout system — aptly called __________ __________ _______ — the tech was seen as the latest prong in Amazon’s mission to transform brick-and-mortar stores and become a dominant competitor in the grocery industry. Roughly seven years later, Amazon is taking that technology out of its grocery stores, and the revolution it had hoped to bring has yet to materialize. (MAIN)

3. President Joe Biden said France was America’s “_________ __________” at its founding and is one of its closest allies more than two centuries later as he was honored with a state visit Saturday by French President Emmanuel Macron aimed at showing off their partnership on global security issues and easing past trade tensions. (MAIN)

4. North Korea resumed flying balloons on Saturday in a likely attempt to drop trash on South Korea again, South Korea’s military said. Why? What caused them to do this? (MAIN)

5. An excessive heat warning continued through Saturday in Las Vegas, where it’s never been hotter this time of year. It was a record-high _____ degrees in Las Vegas on Friday, _____ in Phoenix and _____ in Albuquerque, N.M. (MAIN)

6. At the SBC’s annual meeting June 11-12 in Indianapolis, representatives will vote on whether to amend the denomination’s constitution to essentially ban churches with any __________________ pastors — and not just in the top job. That measure received overwhelming approval in a preliminary vote last year. (MAIN)

7. Wombat burrows can last for decades, potentially providing a “multigenerational refuge” for many species during and after what? (MAIN)

8. Officials boosted the max toll from $10 to $15, as so many drivers were paying that the “Lexus lanes” were often as clogged as the free ones. “People are willingly forking over $15 to go _______ minutes faster,” he reported. “What a world.” (NW)

9. But those heady days are over as plant-based meat industry sales have fallen amid concerns about what three things? (BUSINESS)

10. The mission of Pathways Park is to be what three things? (THE MIX)